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CBSE-Panchkula   has organized a webinar on the topic’’ Teaching strategies in English” with the 

objective to acquaint the teachers about various modes to teach English at secondary level and 

varied reading, speaking and writing strategies to be followed to enhance the learner’s knowledge 

and understanding. 

1-SPEAKING STRATEGIES 

 Asking for clarification 

 Asking someone to repeat something 

 Using fillers [well, I mean] ,Conversation maintenance cues[right ,okay] and using 

paraphrases for structures one can’t produce. 

 

2-READING STRATEGIES 

 These are deliberate, goal oriented attempts to control and modifies the reader’s efforts to 

decode text, understand words and construct meaning of text. 

 Behaviourists-Effective Learning Experience (Sequencing and approaches ) 

a) Before Reading: Title, Predicting from key words, sequencing, storytelling, prior knowledge 

etc. 

b) During Reading: modelled reading, skimming and scanning, word families, pause and 

predict, shadow reading, summarising the text etc. 

c) After Reading: Story innovation, Reader’s theatre, story maps, timelines, jumbled sentences 

and pictures. 

3-WRITING STRATEGIES 

 Descriptive writing: provides introductory and background /contextual information, lists,  

catalogues etc 

 Critical/Evaluative: involves making a judgement on the quality of something, outlines 

implications and solutions, draws conclusions and makes recommendations etc. 

 Analytical Writing: explores relationships of ideas or parts of something, provides possible 

situations and alternative responses. 

 Reflective Writing: Uses a reflection or review model to document, experience, learning or 

realisation that took place and future steps. 

  



 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

This webinar has been an enriching experience as it made us think throughout the sessions. All the 

strategies in teaching and learning English at secondary level are really interesting which would help 

keep up the interest level of children. 
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